SYLLABUS: COMPULSORY ENGLISH

(FOR B.A/B.SC STUDENTS)
LITERATURE

MODULE ONE:  Robert Frost : Stopping by Woods
             William Shakespeare : The Seven Ages of Man
             Bhishan Sahni : The Boss Came To Dinner

MODULE TWO:  O’ Henry : The Last Leaf
             Rabindranath Tagore : Where the Mind is Without Fear
             Bhabani Bhattacharya : The Faltering Pendulum.

LANGUAGE

MODULE THREE:  Report Writing
               Precis Writing
               Letter Writing
PAPER FORMAT

MODULE ONE:    Poetry & Prose : 2 x 5
               (short questions)

               Poetry & Prose : 1 x 10
               (long questions)

MODULE TWO:    Precis Writing     : 1 x 10
               Report/Letter     : 1 x 10
               40
               Internal Assessment : 10
SYLLABUS: ALTERNATIVE ENGLISH

(For B.A / B.Sc Students)
LITERATURE

MODULE ONE: POETRY
William Wordsworth: London 1802
W. B. Yeats: The Stolen Child
Wilfred Owen: Anthem for Doomed Youth

MODULE TWO: SHORT STORIES
Rabindranath Tagore: The Wife’s Letter
Joseph Courad: The Martyr’s Corner

LANGUAGE

MODULE THREE: Report Writing
Letter Writing
Comprehension

The following pieces are to be read:

Rabindranath Tagore: Ideals of Education
P. B. Shelly: On Love
G. B. Shaw: Freedom
Joseph Addison: Sri Roger at thome
Vocabulary – From the prescribed essays
PAPER FORMAT

MODULE ONE: Poetry : 1 x 10

MODULE TWO: Short Stories : 1 x 10

MODULE THREE: LANGUAGE
- Report/Letter : 10
- Comprehension 3X2 : 10
- & Vocabulary 4

------------------
40

Internal Assessment 10

=====================================================================